2001 eclipse gt transmission

Mitsubishi Eclipse was produced between and in the United States. This vehicle series had
production help from both Chrysler and Mitsubishi. The trading of technologies is one reason
this brand of automobiles lasted for over two decades. Buying a gearbox for replacement in this
vehicle brand does not have to be difficult. The Mitsubishi Eclipse transmission found on this
website is ready for U. Diamond Star Motors was one of the manufacturers of the early edition
Eclipse. This unique partnership between Chrysler and Mitsubishi was formed to build better
performance vehicles. While the partnership faded, the vehicles produced remained in
production. The transverse gearbox is one of the more common designs produced during these
period. There are two main transmissions found in most Eclipse vehicles. These are four-speed
automatic or five-speed manual units. Each of there are included in the inventory of units sold
from this website. The rear wheel and all-wheel drive builds in the Eclipse can help determine
what transmission is needed. The all-wheel drive units were setup for different placed in the
undercarriage. Each replacement Mitsubishi gearbox located on this website includes a
complete warranty. This is offered to any buyer in the United States who wants more coverage
at time of purchase. Few if any auction companies or second hand suppliers of gearboxes
provide a warranty that lasts more than 12 months. Buying with confidence using this resource
is one option many people choose. The Eclipse GT and standard edition models are
represented here. Buying from used resources is one method that is available to save money.
While the production of this Mitsubishi vehicle is no more, there are still great resources like
Got Transmissions to find parts for sale. The national resources used for obtaining all inventory
here preserves the OEM production of each gearbox. The types of units that are available in the
import and domestic inventory do give a lot of value to customers. Buying used Mitsubishi
transmissions that fit Eclipse or other models is simple to do here online. All prices that are
fixed to replacement gearboxes on this resource are quoted online. There is an option to call
toll-free to obtain more information before buying a unit. This standard phone method of price
discovery links the GotTransmissions. The quotes tool used on this site is powerful. All prices
that are viewable are highly accurate. The exact purchase price, warranty specs and free
shipping information are all included. The use of this website offers a simple and
complimentary tool when searching for preowned transmissions dealers throughout the U.
Name required. Mail will not be published required. Home About Blog Contact. Search for:. Used
Mitsubishi Eclipse Transmission with a Warranty The rear wheel and all-wheel drive builds in
the Eclipse can help determine what transmission is needed. Leave a Reply Click here to cancel
reply. Copyright - GotTransmissions. Diana answered 7 years ago. I was driving on the 22 fwy. I
can put it in drive but it will not move. When I put it in drive the only thing that happens is it
stays in place with rpm's revving. Ra V answered 6 years ago. Daniel answered 6 years ago.
Diana answered 6 years ago. Yes, I have. It was fine, but I went ahead and drained my tranny
fluid and added new fluid anyway. Did not help at all. The old tranny fluid was still in new
condition. I have a Mitsubishi spyder my problem is kinda the same it starts and evrything but
when I put it in drive or reverse it doesn't go anywhere. Does anyone know what could be
wrong? Burnit answered 5 years ago. There is a defect in the wave ring inside the case in those
year model transmissions. It's not too bad of a fix if you are experienced in transmission work.
GuruJY9X answered 3 years ago. My Eclipse gts will only go into park and neutral. When I put it
in drive or reverse my engine just revs to rpms. I was headed home from work and it kicked
itself into neutral and I haven't been able to drive it since. Any help would be much appreciated.
Defond25 answered about a year ago. I have a Mitsubishi eclipse Spyder GS I have bled the
clutch and it still will not go into reverse but I think I still might have air in it but all the other
gears are just fine but I don't understand why it won't go into reverse. Kingofrainydays
answered about a year ago. Not an answer but my won't go into park or any gear. Shifter moves
inside and out but rolls off. What could that be? GuruR47XM answered about a year ago.
Greetings, I would like someone to tell me which eclipse of which year you guys think is best to
buy? Thanks in advance. Joshuaj answered 9 months ago. Marc answered 5 months ago. It
won't turn on. When I go to crank it, I hear a clicking sound. So I take the battery to AutoZone,
and the guy who checked it said its a good battery, it jus I've noticed this problem for a long
time, but now it's starting to concern me. My eclipse has always driven completely fine, but
when I come to a stop, the steering wheel shakes somewhat and seems to I was driving
yesterday on the manual shifter, I came to a stop light as I was approaching my friends For the
last few weeks my car has been acting strangely but only after it is warmed up. I have an
automatic transmission and it drives fine, shifts fine into reverse and drive except for after it has
I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Best Answer Mark helpful.

Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new
Mitsubishi Eclipse question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Mitsubishi Eclipse Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. I was driving the Mitsubishi Eclipse on the
highway it shut down on me and then when I pulled over and turned it on the transmission
didn't go into gear at all what could be I put the code reader TCC malfunction and it said
solenoids all solenoids malfunction what could this be. Scrapiron answered 4 years ago. I was
driving the Mitsubishi Eclipse on the highway it shut down on me and then when I pulled over
and turned it on the transmission didn't go into gear at all what could be I put the code rea I
need to replace the roof and header rail seals but can't find one to purchase. Is there another
vehicle that is compatible with a mitsubishi eclipse spyder gt convertible. I did not get my halo
headlights to work in my Mitsubishi Eclipse Spyder check fuses cut one Halo to work and that
was it please help try to hot wiring the lights and that didn't work either. I have a Mitsubishi
Eclipse spider I can't get to pass emissions due to the computer not setting to ready I have
driven the car multiple times and done the drive cycles required and I still h I have a different
car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Mitsubishi Eclipse Spyder question. Sell Your Car Yourself With
a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Mitsubishi Eclipse Spyder Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for
Sale. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not
us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. I live in minot nd were it snows. The first time my transmission
jacked on me I was stopped at a light. Their was snow on the ground so when the light changed
to green my tires slid a like and the grab the payment as that happened I heard a big thump. My
car felt like an axle mess up or the clutch. The car behind me almost hit me do to the lack of
movement from my vehicle. I was not that for from me house so I drove it home but one block a
way my tranny ended up blowing a hole in the bottom of the case. The hole size was about the
size of a soft ball. My speed was about 15 mph. So get home and I check it out. I find gears all
shattered inside and what ever had fallen out. So now I buy a used tranny with some miles on it,
I have had that one for a bout one year with putting miles on the tranny. Again there is snow on
the ground. I am getting off of work and there is snow on my tires. The many road is cleared of
snow so I drive out of the parking lot and my tires spin as I hit the pavement and the same thing
happens. The tranny slips in gear so I got it to the shop and come to find out that the differential
had shattered the spider gears. I have spent dollars on two trannies with in one year span. My
calapana black Eclipse GT started to fade a year ago. I noticed that most black Mitsubishi cars
starts to fade in years. I have a couple of friends that have the same problem but refuse to
complain here because they already done several times to the dealer but never had a response.
I also have exact problem as complain no. As mentioned, the car has trouble shifting from 1st to
2nd gear worst when cold , stutters when first accelerating, and makes a continuous rattling
noise when the clutch is not engaged. I complained to Mitsubishi dealer many times but they
refuse to be responsible. No summary. After parking vehicle and shifting into reverse, gears will
not shift intermittently. Once the vehicle has been turned off and upon getting back in to start,
the gear shift will not go into reverse. Consumer has to jiggle the gear shift. Vehicle has been in
for service three times. The first time the fluid was changed but it didnt help. The last time
consumer was told they couldn't help him because all of the manual shifters did the same thing.
Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Here's a great deal on a Mitsubishi
Eclipse Spyder! You'll appreciate its safety and convenience features! Mitsubishi infused the
interior with top shelf amenities, such as: variably intermittent wipers, a power convertible Not
an auction car, not a rental car, this Eclipse GT was traded in by one of our loyal AutoNation
customers. Soft top convertible!! GT FWD 3. Recent Arrival! Black Mitsubishi Eclipse GT 3.
Looking for an amazing value? Outstanding design defines the Mitsubishi Eclipse Spyde
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r! Get ready to enjoy the wind in your hair and the sun on your face. This 2 door, 4 passenger
convertible provides exceptional value! Spacious but easy-moving, its tried-and-true
transmission and its strong Gas V6 3. It's outfitted with the Doing Business in this area for over

40 years.. Family owned! Selling my mitsubishi eclipse gt 5 speed. Has jvc radio in it along with
the original radio as a spare. Speakers sound great. Transmission shifts smooth and the clutch
works properly. Interior is in good condition except for What if you can get both in your next
vehicle? You can with this super clean Mitsubishi Eclipse. You will love everything this Eclipse
can do for Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. Autozin Mitsubishi
mitsubishi eclipse gt transmission. Sort by Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. On
page 20 40 Knoxville, TN. Make offer. Gaithersburg, MD. Fort Walton Beach, FL. Lakeland, FL.
Red Seller: Lakeland Toyota. Other Mitsubishi Models.

